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SOME DIMENSION 3 CASES OF

THE CANONICAL ELEMENT CONJECTURE

CRAIG HUNEKE1 AND JEE KOH

Abstract. The Canonical Element Conjecture holds for those 3-dimensional local

rings of depth 2 whose second local cohomology module is a finite direct sum of

cyclic modules, and for those 3-dimensional local rings whose second local cohomol-

ogy module is cyclic.

In this note all rings are assumed to be commutative Noetherian with identity. By

H'm(R) we denote the z'th local cohomology module of a local ring (R,m) with

respect to the maximal ideal m. We will prove the following two theorems.

Theorem 1.1. Let(R, m)be a 3-dimensional local ring of depth 2. Suppose H2(R)

is a finite direct sum of cyclic R-modules. Then the Canonical Element Conjecture holds

forR.

Theorem 1.2. Let (R, m) be a 3-dimensional local ring. Suppose that H2(R) is

cyclic. Then the Canonical Element Conjecture holds for R.

We refer the reader to [6] for a full discussion of the Canonical Element

Conjecture, which is due to M. Höchster. We note that in [6] it was shown that this

conjecture implies most of the homological conjectures which are known to follow

from the existence of big Cohen-Macaulay modules.

Although the Canonical Element Conjecture can be reduced to the case of normal

domains [6, (2.4) Corollary] so that the depth condition in Theorem 1 may be

assumed in studying the conjecture, this reduction will in general change the local

cohomology. If H^(R) is cyclic, then we can reduce to the depth 2 case to relax the

condition on depth but the argument given to prove Theorem 2 does not seem to

work when H2(R) is a direct sum of cyclic modules. We also note that Theorem 1

includes all known examples of 3-dimensional normal domains which are not

Cohen-Macaulay purely for "mixed characteristic" reasons. (These are described in

[7].) The proof of the Canonical Element Conjecture for these normal domains was

first done by P. Roberts by explicit computation.

In our proof we will use an equivalent form of the Canonical Element Conjecture

due to Paul Roberts [8]. For the sake of completeness we have included an appendix

with the proof of the equivalence, and would like to thank Paul Roberts for
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permitting us to do so. The proof we give is due to the referee of this paper and is

shorter than the original proof given in [8]. If x is the sequence of elements

xx,..., x„ of a ring, R, K*(x; R) denotes the Koszul complex of R with respect to x.

If í is a positive integer, x' denotes the sequence x{,..., x'„.

Theorem 1.3 (P. Roberts). Le? (R,m) be a local ring. Then the following two

statements are equivalent.

(a) The Canonical Element Conjecture (explained in the appendix) holds for R.

(b) For some (equivalently, every) system of parameters x = x,, ...,x„ of R, for

every integer t > 1, and for every free resolution J¿ of R/(\') and every map of

complexes A* from K*(x'; R) to J¿ which lifts the identity map on R/(\'), the map X'„

splits, i.e. A'„(l) <£ mJ'„ where 1 G R = Kn(\'; R).

We record two facts we will need for the proof of Theorem 1.4.

Remark 1.4. Let (R, m) be an «-dimensional local ring of depth n — 1. Suppose

/( Hn„- \R)) < oo, and let / = Ann R H^~ \ R ). Then

HZ-l{R)~Hl{K¿xx,...,xa;R))

for every system of parameters xx,..., x„ of R contained in I.

Proof. The assumptions imply {x,,...,xn_,} is an Ä-sequence. Together with

the assumption that (x1;..., x„) c /, we have

H»-\R)^HS,{R/(x1,...,x„_1))

— \xl9--->xn-l :xn)/\xl' ■ ■ ■ > Xn-\)

= H1(Kt(x1,...,x„;R)).   a

Remark 1.5. Let (R, m) be a local ring of dimension n and let x1;..., x„ be a
-f-

system of parameters of R. Let N = ker(R" -* R) where \p = [x,,... ,x„]'. Then

the Koszul syzygies, Pt¡ = -x^e, + x¡e¡, 1 < i <j < n, where e,,...,e„ is the

standard basis of R", are part of a minimal system of generators for N.

Proof. We first claim that if yY, y2 is a system of parameters for a 2-dimensional

local ring (S,q), then yx £ q(yx :y2). In fact to prove this we may replace S by any

local S-algebra T for which yv y2 is a system of parameters. We may hence assume

that 5 is a (complete) normal local domain and the claim is now trivial because

(yi-yi) = (y\)-
Suppose Y.ijr¡jP¡j G mN for some r¡¡ g R, where 1 < i, j < n. We need to show

rtj g m for all 1 < i < j < n. Fix 1 < k < I < n. Since

¿ZruPu=zZ[   E   rux¡-    L   rijXj)*i

and (sx,..., s„..., s„) e N implies S/ g (x1; ..., xh..., x„ : x,), we get

(*) ¿Z  rux¡-    X   ruxj<=m(x1,...,x„...,x„:x,).
1 < ; < / / <j < n

Reading (*) modulo (x1; ...,xk,...,xh..., xn)R, we obtain

hlxk G m(xk:xl).

Hence rk, g m by our claim.   D
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 1.3(b) we need only to consider a system of

parameters xv ..., x„ lying in Ann R H2(R). From Remarks 1.4 and 1.5 we have an

exact sequence

0 -* Kerrp R'e R3^R3^ R R/(xï,x2,xJ) -» 0,

where / is the least number of generators of H2(R), \p1 = [x,, x2, x3]',

-x2     x,       0

\¡/2 =    -x-,       0

0

and

-x-,

M

where M is an / X 3 matrix. (Matrices here act on the right.)

Since H^K^Xi, x2, x3; R)) may be identified with the quotient of the row space

of <p by the span of the rows of t//2, Remark 1.5 implies that the images of the rows

of M minimally generate H^K^x^ x2, x3; R)) = H2(R). Since H^(R) is assumed

to be a direct sum of cyclic modules, we may assume, after elementary row

operations on M, that H2(R) is isomorphic to the direct sum of cyclic modules

generated by the images of the rows of M in H^K^x^ x2, x3; R)). This implies

that Kertp is generated by elements (ax, ...,a,,b,c, d) such that at most one of the

a,'s is nonzero.

We denote the standard basis for the copy of Rl by ex,..., e¡. Set x = 0 ffi

(x3,-x2,x,) g Kercp. To complete a proof, we need to show that x £ w(Ker<p).

Suppose the contrary and let Vt, = ajjei © (6,.., cu, dfj), 1 < / < /, 1 <_/' < k¡, be

elements in Kertp such that x = £,£yr,yF^ with r,y g m. Since the component of x

in Rl is Zl(Lji'ijaij)ei' ^jrijaij = 0 for 1 < /' < /. Since

(t) 0 -» R
[*3

R3 R3

is exact (depth R = 2), for each 1 < i < /, T.jriJVij = s¡x for some j, g Ä. Now

x = IZjSjX = (E,j,)x so that some st, say s,, is a unit in Ä. We can then write

(*) x - E( VJ/)^   with (VJ/)e w-

Let jV = Kera, where a: Ä4 -* R3 has matrix

and   [zj   z2   z3]   is   the   /th

^2

row  of   M. Let   x' = (0,x3,-x2,x,)   and rç-
(a/y, b,j, c,j, dtj), 1 <y < £,. (These are the projections of x and Vtj onto the last

four coordinates.) Then x' g TV and F¿ g N for all 1 < j < A:/. From (*), we get

x' g raN which is a contradiction by the Eisenbud-Evans-Bruns generalized prin-

cipal ideal theorem (see [2]) because {f(x'): /g HomR(N, R)} contains the ideal
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(x,,x2,x3) of height 3 and rankAr<2 because the exactness of (f) implies

rank(Im(»//2)) = 2 so that rank(Im(a)) > 2. (Recall that the rank of an jR-module M

is max{dim k{p)(Mp/pMp) :p is a minimal prime of/?}, k(p) = Rp/pRp.)

Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Theorem 1.1 and [6, (2.4) Corollary], it will suffice to

show that there is a 3-dimensional local Ä-algebra (S, q) of depth 2 such that H2(S)

is cyclic and such that a system of parameters of R is mapped onto a system of

parameters for S under the structural homomorphism. We may therefore assume R

is complete. Let qx n ■ • • C\q, = 0 be a primary decomposition of zero in R. Let

q = C\{qf. âim(R/qi) > 1} and q' = C\{q/. dim( R/qj) < 1}. Since q' c AnnRq,

àimq = dim( R/Ann R q ) < dim( R/q') < 1.

From the long exact sequence of local cohomology induced by 0 -» q -* R -* R/q

- 0, we get H2(R/q) s H2(R) since H2(q) = H3m(q) = 0 as dim(q) < 1. We may

thus assume that (R,m) is a 3-dimensional complete local ring of depth > 1 such

that àïm(R/p) > 1 for all p g Ass(R). Let

S=   lim Hom(m",R)

n

= {x/y G total quotient ring of R: x, y G R,

y not a zero divisor, xm" c yR for some n}.

The short exact sequence 0 -» m" -» R -» R/m" -» 0 induces the exact sequence

0 -» Hom(Ä/w", i?) -» Ä -♦ Hom(m", R) -* Ext^R/m", R) -» 0.

Taking the direct limit, we get an exact sequence

(#) 0 - R -* S - Hl(R) - 0.
By [1, (3.7) Corollary], H^(R) has finite length. Now the long exact sequence of

local cohomology induced by (#) gives H°(S) = H¡,(S) = 0 and H2(S) = H2(R).

Hence H2(S) is cyclic as an S-module. Localizing S at a maximal ideal q of ht 3, we

get the desired local Ä-algebra because H's(Sq) = H¡„(S) ®s Sq.

Appendix. We give the proof due to the referee of Theorem 1.3. First we review

the statement of the Canonical Element Conjecture. Let (R,m) be a local ring of

dimension n. Let F« be a free resolution of R/m. Then the Canonical Element

Conjecture asserts that, for every system of parameters x = x,,..., x„ for R and for

every map of complexes t^ from K+(x; R) to F+, ¡p„(l) + 0, or equivalently, the

element r/x of Tor„Ä(Ä/m, R/(x)) induced by i//„(l) ® 1Ä/(X) g F„ ® Ä/(x) is not

zero.

We can state (a) of Theorem 1.3 as (a'): For some (equivalently, every by Remarks

(2.2) of [6]) system of parameters x = xx,..., x„, i\xt ¥= 0 for all t > 1.

On the other hand, we denote by px the element of Toi?(R/m, R/(x)) induced by

\R/m ® AM(1) g R/m ® Jn, where A* and /„ are as in Theorem 1.3. Then we can

restate (b) of Theorem 1.3 as

(b') For some (equivalently, every) system of parameters x = xx,..., xn for R,

pxr * 0 for all r > 1. Thus to prove Theorem 1.3 it suffices to show that for every

system of parameters x of R, ?jx and px represent the same element of

Tor^(R/m, R/(x)), which we think of as (n - l)th homology of the total complex
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of (F* -» R/m -> 0) ® (7* -» Ä/(x) -* 0) where Ä/w and R/(x) are at (-l)th

position. Let K* = K+(x; R), ^^ = ^+ x, and A* = A* x. We are free to choose ^*

so that it factors K+ -* J* -* F», with the first map equal to A*. We thus are

reduced to proving that, if ï denotes the identity in R/(x), then the elements

A„(l) ® ï g Jn ® /?/(x) and ï ® X„(l) g ä/(x) ® /„ represent the same element in

Tor* (Ä/(x), Ä/(x)), for these map to tjx and px respectively under the natural map

to Tor*(R/m, R/(x)). Let A = I{Xlf..., X„\, where Z is the integers, and let Z

also denote the ^-module A/(x). It is easy to see that if we construct the

corresponding two elements in Tor^Z, Z) = Z they are equal (to 1) and the general

case follows at once from this: map A -> R by sending X¡ to x, for each i, and use

the fact that the elements we want are the images of the two in Tor^(Z, Z) under the

natural map

Tor^Z,Z) -» Tor*(Z ® R,Z ® /?).    D
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